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Some Past Research

Research in consistent query answering (CQA) in databases was initiated in
the database community with the publication of [1], where the main goal was
to formalize the notion of consistent answer to a query posed to a possibly
inconsistent database, i.e. that fails to satisfy a given set of integrity constraints
(ICs) that are not enforced by the system.

For many reasons [9], such inconsistencies may naturally arise. Consistent
answers were semantically characterized as those answers that can be obtained,
as normal answers, from all the possible minimally repaired versions of the in-
consistent database at hand. According to [1], a repair of a relational database
instance D is an instance that satisfies the ICs, with the same schema as D, that
in set theoretic terms, minimally differ from D wrt whole tuples that are either
deleted or inserted in order to restore consistency. Then, the consistent answers
to a query are those that are invariant under repairs.

Since computing consistent answers by appealing directly to the definition,
i.e. via explicit computation and querying of all possible repairs, is [9] practically
unfeasible, [1] introduced the first mechanism for computing consistent answers
to first-order queries that did not appeal to explicit computation of repairs.
Instead, the idea was to modify the original query without changing the incon-
sistent database, then pose the rewritten query, and collect the normal answers
to it. This mechanism turned out to be sound and/or complete for several classes
of queries and ICs that were identified in [1]. This form of query rewriting works
for some useful classes of queries and ICs, but its applicability is still limited.

With the purpose of computing consistent answers to full first-order queries,
in [5, 19] the repairs of a database were characterized as the stable models of
disjunctive logic programs. In consequence, obtaining consistent answers became
the problem of computing answers from the repair program combined with the
query program under the skeptical stable model semantics. Since the query pro-
gram is quite general, the queries supported could be found much beyond first-
order, actually in rich extensions of Datalog. However, the number of atoms in
the ICs may produce a blow-up in the number of program rules.

The semantics of consistent query answers to scalar aggregate queries wrt
functional dependencies was introduced and studied in [3]. Since those queries
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return numerical values, the natural semantics is the range semantics, i.e. based
on the shortest numerical interval that contains the answers to the query from
all possible repairs. Algorithms were given to compute the range semantics for
the (provably) tractable cases, and the untractable cases were fully characterized
[4].

The semantics of CQA was further studied in a non-classical logical system,
the annotated predicate logic (APC). As a result, database repairs were charac-
terized as a special class of minimal models of a theory written in a particular
version of APC (the truth-lattice is a parameter in APC, so the right lattice
for this task was identified). This turned the problem of obtaining consistent
answers to an arbitrary first-order query into a problem of non-monotonic rea-
soning from an APC theory [apc,nmr], for which there are no implementations
available.

The results obtained using answer set programming and the theoretical frame-
work obtained via APC motivated trying to mimic APC reasoning using answer
set programming. So, the truth annotations introduced in [2] were used as distin-
guished domain constants to be used in database atoms extended with an extra
argument. Reasoning with annotations and implicit interaction between them in
the APC version was made explicit in answer set programming [7, 8, 12].

In this way, it is possible to capture every IC, no matter how many atoms
in it, as a single rule in the program, avoiding the exponential blow-up [5]. The
stable models of the generated disjunctive logic program (with program denial
constraints) were established to be in one-to-one correspondence with the repairs
[8]. So, CQA could be done for any kind of universal ICs (i.e. no existential
quantifiers in it) and any query expressed in extensions of Datalog.

In [12] referential ICs (they contain existential quantifiers) are considered,
and the programs introduced in [7] were extended accordingly, assuming that
referential ICs could be repaired through tuple deletions or insertions of null
values that are not propagated through other ICs. The other edge of the problem,
also addressed in [12], but never considered before, is that the original database
could already be incomplete, i.e. containing null values. In consequence, their
presence has to be considered when defining repairs.

In [8, 14] it is shown how the logic programming approach to CQA can be
made more efficient by applying several optimizations, like pruning unnecessary
program rules, rule transformation to capture cases of lower complexity (e.g.
head-cycle-free), optimizing query evaluation using magic sets techniques, opti-
mizing the access to the underlying database, etc.

In between, a much more clear picture of the complexity of CQA has emerged.
Also tractable classes have been identified and implementations developed [15,
13, 18]. To the best of our knowledge, all the algorithms and implementations
available compute consistent answers to queries from scratch, except for the
possible precomputation of all the repairs (or stable models in the case of logic
programs).
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Looking Forward

Many problems are still open in the area of consistent query answering. Many of
them, interesting, challenging, but also specific to particular techniques, appli-
cations, variations of the basic notions, and implementation. However, a general
and still open problem is to achieve a global understanding of the “logic of consis-
tent query answering”, i.e. the logic that governs the definition and computation
of consistent query answers, and reasoning with and about them.

We know, e.g. that CQA follows a non-monotonic logic [9]. We also know
that it is, in some sense, a form of modal logic (being the repairs the possible
worlds). We can see that it is not compositional as classical query answering in
databases, e.g. the answer set to a conjunctive query may not be the intersection
of the answer sets, etc. We do not have a complete knowledge of its logic or their
properties. In particular, compositionality of CQA has not been investigated. We
do not know what is correct or what can be used for query answering in that
direction yet. This is an objective that deserves much research.

Let us recall that classical query answering in relational databases follows,
essentially, a first-order logic, whose most notorious expression is the relational
calculus. From this point of view, it is semantically clear what is an answer to a
query and how answers to queries can be combined in order to give answers to
more complex queries. This is because, the notion of truth in first-order logic has
nice compositional properties, as established by its Tarskian semantics. Already
the above mentioned non-monotonicity makes CQA depart from first-order logic,
that is monotonic.

Non-monotonic formalisms have been used to characterize and compute CQA,
e.g. annotated predicate logic [2], logic programs with stable model semantics
[5, 7], non-monotonic analytic tableaux [10], circumscription [10]. However not
much emphasis has been placed on the study of the intrinsic logic of consistent
query answering. There are natural open questions in this direction: (a) How
can we classify the underlying non-monotonic logic? (b) What kind of modal
logic we have? With what kind of accessibility relation? Can it be axiomatized?
(c) What compositionality properties it has? (d) Is there a set-theoretic, alge-
braic counterpart (like relational algebra to relational calculus)? (d) What are
the connections to other logics that have been used to capture and formalize
ICs in databases. Addressing all these issues becomes more interesting and dif-
ficult if one considers that the database may be incomplete, and the database
community, including database practice, is far from having an agreement on the
semantics of incomplete databases.

The repair semantics that has been intensively studied is the one introduced
in [1]. However, other repair semantics have been considered: Repairs that min-
imally differ in cardinality from the original database [9, 5], and repairs that
minimize some aggregation function over the differences of attribute values be-
tween the repair and the original instance [17, 20, 11, 16]. It should be clear
that any choice of a repair semantics will have an effect on the underlying logic
of CQA. We think that identifying general properties of the reasonable repair
semantics and studying their impact on the logic of CQA is a very important re-
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search direction. Unifying principles seem to be necessary at this stage, in order
to have a better understanding of CQA, both in theoretical and practical terms.
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